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Abstract1

The obvious cognates of Avestan tąθra- ‘darkness’ in the other Iranian languages generally show no trace
of the consonant θ; they all look like reflexes of *tār°. Instead of assuming a different word formation for
the non-Avestan words, I propose a solution uniting the obviously corresponding words under a common
preform, starting from Proto-Iranian *taNsra-: Before a sonorant *ns was preserved as ns in Avestan (feed-
ing the change of tautosyllabic *sr > *θr) but changed to *nh elsewhere, followed by *anhr > *ã(h)r. A
parallel case of apparent variation can be explained similarly, namely Avestan pąsnu- ‘ashes’ and its cog-
nates. Finally, the general development of Proto-Indo-Iranian *ns in Iranian and its relative chronology is
discussed, including word-final *ns, where it is argued that the Avestan accusative plural of a-stems can
be derived from *-āns.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to discuss some details of the development of the Proto-
Iranian (PIr) cluster *ns in the Iranian languages. Before we proceed to do so, it will
be useful to recall the most important facts concerning the history of dental-alveolar
sibilants in Iranian. 

1) PIr had inherited a sibilant *s identical to Old Indo-Aryan (Sanskrit/Vedic) s from
Proto-Indo-Iranian (PIIr) *s. This sibilant changed to Common Iranian (CIr) h in
most environments, while its voiced allophone z remained stable all the time. 

2) There was a different sound that yielded s in most of Iranian but θ in Old Persian
(OP); this is in my view derived from a PIr affricate *c [ts], that corresponds to Old
Indo-Aryan (OIA) “palatal” ś [ʆ] from a PIIr palatoalveolar affricate *ć [tʆ] (cf. Lipp
2009: I: 139‒149; 333‒334), parallel to the corresponding voiced sound Av. z = OP
d < PIr *j [dz] = OIA j [dʓ], h [ɦ] < PIIr *j́ [dʓ], *j́ʰ [d Dʓ Dɦ ]. Thus, PIr *c, *j as used
here correspond to *ś, *ź or *ć, *j́ in other approaches (e.g., Hoffmann & Forssman
1996; Tremblay 2005: 677‒679).

2. The words for ‘dark’, ‘darkness’
a. In Younger Avestan (YAv), there is a noun tąθra- that is only attested in the
plural which has a collective sense ‘darkness’. An adjective tąθriia- ‘dark’ was de-
rived from that stem. In most if not all other Iranian languages similar words with

1 For valuable discussion and suggestions I wish to thank Agnes Korn, Reiner Lipp, Eva Tichy, and the
reviewers and editors. Of course, I remain responsible for all shortcomings of this article. My research was
made possible by a Heisenberg grant from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
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identical meaning exist. However, they seem to presuppose slightly different pre-
forms *tahra-/tāra-, *tāriya-, cf. Middle Persian (MP) and Parthian t’r /tār/ ‘dark-
ness’, Khotanese (Khot.) ttāra- ‘dark’, Ossetic  (Oss.) tar ‘dark(ness)’, Pashto tor
‘black’, tyārˈə ‘darkness’, Balochi (Bal.) tahār ‘dark’ etc.2

b. The difference between *tanθr° and *tahr°/tār° has been explained as a regular
change of *tanθr° to *tãθr° > *tãhr° > *tār° in later Iranian (cf. Morgenstierne
1974: 81a; 2003: 82–83). Indeed, CIr *θ is frequently lost before r, often via *h.
This is the regular development in most of Western Iranian (though not of Persian
proper and Balochi, see below), cf. especially New Persian (NP) tār ‘string’ <
*tanθra-, and PIr *manθra- > mahr in Parthian = MP mhr ‘mantra’ < *manθra-
(Av. mąθra-) with a variant mār-: *θr first became *hr; if *h was lost, the vowel
was lengthened; before preserved hr, long vowels were shortened (cf. Hübschmann
1895: 204‒207; 1899: 20; Cantera 1998).

c. However, in some of the languages reflecting *tahr°/tār°, the CIr cluster *θr did
not normally develop to hr or to simple r. E.g., *dāθra/i- ‘sickle’ developed to MP
and NP dās,3 Yaghnobi *dāθr > *drāθ(r) > dirot/diros, Pam. Bartangi δōc, Wakhi
δɨtr etc. (Rastorgueva & Ėdel’man 2003: 440‒441), *māθr- ‘mother’ > Bal. mās (cf.
Korn 2005: 89). In such words, *θ was obviously preserved for quite a long time,
and it would be difficult to understand why a word like *tãθra- should have devel-
oped differently.

d. To explain *tāra- in these languages, some scholars have therefore proposed4 as-
suming a different word formation outside of Avestan, namely *tmÂH-ra- > *tāra-
(cf. Vedic tāmrá-). But of course, a solution with a unitary PIr preform should be
preferred, if possible; and this solution does not work for Bal. tahār anyway.

3. PIIr *nsr and *sr
a. Now it should be remembered that YAv. tąθra- must be derived from a PIr and
PIIr predecessor containing a cluster *sr identical to OIA támisr- and inherited
from PIE: < PIr *taNsra- < PIIr *tamH(ῐ)sra- < PIE *témHs-ro- (where sr may have
been tautosyllabic, cf. Lipp 2009: II 405). This means we must assume a secondary
development *sr > θr in Avestan.

b. Such a development is clearly attested for *sr- in initial position, cf.
1) θraotah- ‘stream’ in θraotō.st°, cf. OIA srótas- ‘id.’
2) θraxti- ‘corner, side’ (varia lectio sr° influenced by Pahlavi) = OIA sraktí- ‘id.’
3) perhaps also in θraŋhi- ‘corner of the mouth’ from *sra(n)s-, cf. OIA sraṁs- ‘fall

down’?

2 Cf. Hübschmann (1895: 207); Bailey (1979: 126); Morgenstierne (1974: 81a; 2003: 82‒83). Thanks to
Carina Jahani for bringing the Bal. word to my attention; however, it is not clear to me how the long vowel
in this form can be explained if it continues *tãhra-.
3 Likewise *pāθra- > pās ‘watch’. This is apparently the development of Southwest Iranian proper, cf.
*puθra- > OP puça- ‘son’ > MP, NP pus, while *θr > hr reflects Northwestern dialects (cf. Hübschmann
1895: 204; Klingenschmitt 2000: 202).
4 See Cheung (2002: 229‒230); Kümmel (2007: 153 n. 93).
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c. After a vowel, however, *sr obviously yielded hr > Av. *ŋhr > ŋr, cf.
1) YAv. hazaŋra- ‘1000’ < pre-Av. *hazahra- < PIr *sajasra- = OIA sahásra-
2) Av. aŋra- ‘evil’ < *ahra- < *asra- = OIA asrá-
3) Av. daŋra- ‘skilful’ < *dahra- < *dasra- = OIA dasrá-

d. This development *sr- > (*h)r- has also been claimed as a variant for initial posi-
tion (e.g., by Bartholomae 1894: 36), but the evidence is far from certain.

OAv. rǝma- ~ rāma- ‘sprain?/brutality?’ has been compared to OIA srāmá- ‘lame’
(Mayrhofer 1996: 785), but as the meaning is unclear, other etymologies are poss-
ible. Younger Avestan cases are even less certain:5 Even the best one is dubious.
The genitive plural raonąm was traditionally taken to mean ‘river beds’ and com-
pared to θraotah-, but a meaning ‘lowland, plains’ fits the context better, as the
word contrasts with gairinąm ‘mountains’, and this meaning is also attested for
other Iranian cognates, cf. Khwar. r’wyn ‘land, place’, MP rōn ‘region, direction’
(see Schwartz 1971: 301), so it would better be derived  from a root beginning with
simple *r, cf. also Av. rauuah- ‘free space’.

Thus there seems to be no counterevidence to the following Avestan rules:  while PIr
*sr it became hr between vowels, it yielded θr in word-initial position and after *n,
which may be lumped together as syllable-initial position (cf. Lipp 2009: II 405 fn. 112).

e. Elsewhere in Iranian, however, the evidence points to a development *sr > hr in
all contexts rather than *sr > *θr, and thus we can easily assume that *tansra-
yielded tanhra- > *tãhra- > *tahra- which then developed quite parallel to *hazah-
ra- ‘thousand’ > MP, Parthian hz’r, Sogd. z’r, Khot. ysāru etc. For initial position,
compare the following cases:
1) *srautah- > *hrautah- > OP rauta ‘river’ > MP, Parth. rwd, Sogd. rwt, NP rōd.
2) *sraxwa- > *hraxwa- ‘corner of mouth?’ (= OIA srákva-) > Armenian LW erax

‘mouth’, Persian rox, Pashto rāx/-rxo ‘cheek’, Bal. rakk ‘lip’ (cf. pakkag ‘ripe’ <
*paxwaka-6).

3) *sraba- > *hraba- > Pashto raw-, Shughni rāv- ‘to suck’ … < IE *srebʰ- ‘to sip,
to slurp’ (see Cheung 2007: 140).

f. The special development in Avestan found here is an archaism insofar as sr must
have been retained until it could change to θr, but this very change must be con-
sidered an early innovation of Avestan in contrast to the other languages, where sr
must have been preserved until it yielded hr in all positions.7 All these changes must
have preceded the later dialectal development of *cr > sr / θr.

5 On urūiδi see Kellens (1974: 80‒84); raŋha- is semantically unclear (the meaning ‘epileptic’ is merely a
guess based on etymological connection with IA sraṁs- ‘to fall down’).
6 I wish to thank Agnes Korn for discussing these Balochi words with me. As discussed by Korn (2005:
112), the possibility cannot be excluded that pakkag derives from paxtaka-, cf. sak(k) ‘hard, very’, if from
< *saxta- (cf. NP saxt ‘difficult’) and not from Urdu sak. Less sure possible cognates are Khot. rahā
‘notch’ Bailey (1979: 360b) and Wakhi ruk ‘forehead’ (→ Sariqoli rak, cf. Morgenstierne 1974: 67a).
7 A problematic word in this context is *strī- ‘woman’, if originally < *srī-/*srÂyā-, as proposed by Kim
(2005: 132–133). But nothing speaks against deriving attested Iranian sr- from *str-, so *str- must have
been Proto-Indo-Iranian, however this can be explained.
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4. PIIr *nsn and *sn
This one case of ns preceding a sonorant can be strengthened by parallel phenomena
found with the cluster *sn, where we can observe a difference between word-initial
and intervocalic position, too.

a. YAv.  pąsnu- ‘ashes, dust’ clearly corresponds to Khot. phāna- ‘dust, med’, Oss.
Digor funuk, Iron fænyk ‘ashes’.8 As shown by OIA pāṁsú- ‘dust’, Av. s must be old
here.9

b. This means that in *pnsnu-, *sn was preserved in Avestan, like initial sn-.10 In
the other languages there apparently was a development *sn > *hn parallel to *sr >
hr above. Thus, Khot. *pãhnu- > *phn- > phān-, and Oss. *panhnu- > *fanu-+-k.

c. In this case, preservation of initial *sn- is the most widespread development in
Iranian and is found in most languages (including some where further changes ap-
plied, like sn- > st- in Wakhi; sn- > zn- in Khotanese, Pamiri, and Yidgha-Munji). In
some languages, however, loss of the sibilant seems to point to *hn-, namely in Os-
setic, partly in Khwarezmian, in Pashto, and in Balochi (see Hübschmann 1895:
253; Korn 2005: 128). Cf. the following words:
1) *snāwar/snāwan- ‘sinew’ (Skt. snā́van-) > YAv. snāuuarə, Sogd. sn’w

> *hnāwar- > Oss. Digor nawær (cf. Cheung 2002: 209)
2) *snuš- ‘daughter-in-law’ > Sogd. šwnšh (with assimilation), Wakhi stəxμ , Shughni

zinaɣμ
*snaušā- > Bactrian ασνωυο
> *hnuš- > Khwar. ’nh and (with analogical extension11) Pashto nẓor, Bal. nišār
> *hnauš-tā- > Oss. Digor nostæ (cf. Morgenstierne 1974: 108b; Cheung 2002:
208)

3) *snauda- ‘cloud’ > YAv. snaoδa-, MP pahl. snwd
> *hnauda- > Bal. nōd

4) *snā- ‘to bathe’ > YAv. snā°, Khwar. sn’d, Parth. sn’c-, MP man. ’’sn’y-,12 Khot.
ysänā° etc.
> *hnā- > Oss. naj-/nad- (cf. Bailey 1979: 351; Cheung 2002: 30)

5) *snaiǰ-, *snaig- ‘(to) snow’ > YAv. snaēža-, Sogd. šnyš- (with assimilation), MP
Pahl. snyck, Pam. Yazghulami zənaɣ (cf. Morgenstierne 1974: 108b, 110b)

8 Cf. Bailey 1979: 261; Abaev 1958: 449; Cheung 2002: 125, 186; possibly also in Parachi ɣā-phunē
‘dusty wind’. Sogdian spn’k/spnyy ‘dirt, filth’ differs semantically and need not be related.
9 Contra Turner (1966: No. 8019) there is no good evidence for an original palatal *ć: The late Sanskrit
variant pāṁśú- has no value; affricate reflexes in Nuristani may as well result from *ns > *nts; and Romani
poši(k) ‘sand, dust’ must be a loanword from Armenian pʽoši rather than inherited (cf. Wolf 1960: No.
2541).
10 Unfortunately, there seems to be no evidence for *sn after a vowel.
11 < *(h)nušā-r with -r taken from other kinship terms, as in NP sunār which seems to result from dis-
similation of a *sun(u)šār < *snušār; cf. Korn 2005: 128.
12 In MP we also find Pahl. šn’c-, Man. šn’z- ‘to wash’, cf. NP šenā- (Horn 1893: Nr. 792), which may be
influenced by ruki variants in compounds (thus Hübschmann 1895: 81). Alternatively, one might suspect
that šn- was the genuine Persian outcome of *sn-, and all the words with sn- are northwestern loans.
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d. This seems to imply the following dialectal distribution concerning PIr *sn
1) In Avestan and probably some other languages, *sn developed to *hn only after a

vowel, but *sn was preserved (or perhaps first affricated *s > ts?) when it was
word-initial or followed another n, where sn might have been in syllable-initial
position (although ns.n is thinkable, too).

2) In Khotanese and possibly other languages, only word-initial *sn was preserved
(as *zn?), but internal yielded *hn also after *n.

3) In some languages spoken in the periphery of Iranian (Ossetic, partially
Khwarezmian, Pashto, and Balochi) *sn yielded *hn everywhere.

Again the relative chronology implies that *sn > hn was earlier than *cn > sn/šn.
The development was largely parallel to that of *sr.

5. *ns elsewhere
Let us now take a brief look at what happened to *ns in other environments, i.e.,
when not followed by a sonorant.

a. *s was preserved before voiceless stops (as generally in this position). The nasal
was then lost before the sibilant with nasalization of the preceding vowel, cf.
*ansta- > Av. ąsta- ‘envy’, *ansti- > Khwar. ’sc (Benzing 1983: 83).

b. Elsewhere (i.e., before vowels and in final position) CIr *Vns yielded *Vnh, as
*Vs yielded *Vh in these positions. In Ossetic, n seems to have been preserved be-
fore h as well as before other fricatives, thus we get *anha- > (i-)on(æ) ‘shoulder’
(cf. Cheung 2002: 211‒212), as in *panhnu- > *fan(n)u- ‘ashes’. Elsewhere nasali-
zation occurred in this context, too (possibly preceding *s > h): Vn > V/Ṽ: As the
nasal vowel was long in any case, original quantity distinctions of the vowels dis-
appeared. In Avestan, the peculiar development of h > ŋh followed and led to a re-
oralization of the nasal following the raised nasal vowel. The original quantity of
this vowel itself could not be restored, however: Both *āNh and *ăNh must have
merged in Pre-Avestan *ãh [:h] which then developed to *əŋh > OAv. ṇgh and
YAv. aŋh preceding  and ąh preceding .

c. This implies that word-final *-ãh > *-əŋ(h) > OAv. -ṇg, YAv. -/-ą may also
continue PIr < PIIr *-āns, and the Av. a-stem accusative plural ending might thus be
identical to Indo-Aryan -āṁs# rather than continuing a different ending *-ǎns with a
short vowel, as is normally thought (cf. Hoffmann & Forssman 1996: 120). Older
*-ānh is also presupposed by the Av. accusative plural mąθrā Þ < *manθrāh, appar-
ently showing early dissimilation of *manθrānh > *manθrāh (see Hoffmann 1955:
35 = 1976: 378 n. 1), while an older *manθranh would have yielded †mąθr by the
same kind of dissimilation.

It has to be conceded that no other secure examples of CIr *āNh are known. The
only possible case would be mā Þŋhəm in Yašt 8,1 if it originally meant ‘food’ <
‘flesh, meat’ (Gershevitch 1976) and were to be compared to OIA māṁsám ‘flesh,
meat’. But the exact interpretation of this passage is difficult (cf. Panaino 1990:
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87‒88), and the word might also have been influenced by *māh = OIA mā́s ‘meat’
probably attested by OAv. +mā Þ (cf. Tichy 1997: 98-99) and/or by much more fre-
quent mā Þŋhəm ‘moon’ < *māham appearing in the near context. Therefore, mā Þŋhəm
cannot be considered to be valid evidence for preservation of *ānh (> ā Þŋh) in
Avestan rather than a development to *əŋh.

6. Conclusions
a. We have seen that *s yielded h /._n,r (= before tautosyllabic13 coronal sonorants)
later than elsewhere and this development was preceded by some dialectal develop-
ments precluding that change in some Iranian languages (especially in Avestan).

It follows that the “aspiration” of *s > h thus seems to have had different stages
depending on the phonological environment. This strengthens the case for a CIr
rather than PIr change, or to be more precise, for a change that may have started in
PIr times but was not fully carried through before the separation of some branches
(cf. Szemerényi 1966: 192‒193; Hintze 1998; Schmitt 2000: 19; Tremblay 2005:
682‒683).

b. The preservation of tautosyllabic *sr followed by an early specific change sr > θr
/$_ sets (Younger?) Avestan apart from all or at least most other Iranian languages.
If we could find this change in another Iranian language, it might be highly relevant
for early dialect grouping.

Abbreviations
Av. Avestan
Bal. Balochi
Khot. Khotanese
Khwar. Khwarezmian
LW loanword
Man. Manichaean
MP Middle Persian
N unspecified nasal
NP New (= Modern) Persian
OAv. Old Avestan
OIA Old Indo-Aryan (Vedic)
OP Old Persian
Oss. Ossetic
Pahl. Pahlavi
Pam. Pamiri
PIE Proto-Indo-European
PIr Proto-Iranian
PIIr Proto-Indo-Iranian
Sogd. Sogdian
V unspecified vowel
YAv. Younger Avestan

13 As noted above, the most plausible way to combine word-initial and postnasal position into one condi-
tioning is to assume that the cluster was tautosyllabic after sonorants.
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